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Software Engineer

I'm a developer with a passion for creating intuitive, user-friendly applications that make users' lives 
easier. I strive to create beautiful and usable spaces that meet the needs of my clients while also 
building quality software.



I'm a highly motivated, innovative developer with a strong focus on business application development. 
I enjoy bringing clarity to complex problems with a people first approach. During the last 6 years I've 
helped global companies, organizations and start-ups reach business goals with user focused, 
interactive development.

Grupo Vass

2023 - Actual Frontend Developer
claro - Bogota

 Based on better unified experiences for your customers 
who connect to software solutions with the platform for 
later cloud deployment 

2021- 2022 Frontend Developer 
modyo - Bogota

 Development of micro-frontend based on functionalities 
that expand the functionality of each page, fragment 
section. Using technologies such as: Vue.js, HTML5, CSS3, 
SASS, TypeScript, PWA, GIT, Unit Testing (Jest, Jasmine, 
Mocha), state management (Vuex, Redux), BEM style 
methodologies, Experience in application optimization and 
scalability

tekbees inc.

2020 - 2021 Fullstack Developer 
cdmsmith/UNICUS SDK - Bogota

 Writing user requirements, develop stable solutions by 
implementing testable and efficient apps, making use of 
standard JavaScript best practices also integrating 
backend services and store procedures for databases

 Develop and maintain AI-integrated applications for 
creating, verifying and storing face images, creating 
dashboards for monitoring and managing those 
applications, implementing client side SDKs to verify face 
recognition.
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Technologies

React/next.js

angular

Vue.js/Nuxt.js

Node.js (Express & Nest)

HTML, CSS

Laravel/PHP

MySQL & Postgress

Docker & nginx

Other Tools

jira | atlassian

Salesforce

vscode

gitlab/GITHUB

bootstrap
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pwex LLC

2019 Senior Developer
PWEX LLC - Bogota

 Perform coding assignments, review code work for 
accuracy and functionality, create and implement design 
plans, analyze code segments, regularly maintain software 
documentation, and be responsible for the administrative 
dashboards that allow companies to connect with high-
quality services

seguroparaviaje.com

2017 - 2019 Semi Senior Developer
traveler-assistance - Bogota

 Creating web dashboards, main website to make traveling 
business assurance possible, to streamline the 
idealization process and to visualize complex concepts. 
Uses various development approaches to make ideas 
tangible.

ANTRO

2019 Practitioner Web Developer 
Antro.co - Bogota

 They are a creative agency that helps brands tell their best 
story to connect with their audiences. Being responsible 
for web campaigns including E-mail marketing, 
Administrate Websites, Intranets

Skills

Since my goal is to create beautiful and usable spaces that meet the needs of my clients/enterprise 

while also building quality software with SOLID practices for making consistent web applications. 

From the beginning working with: Dashboard Templates for E-mail marketing, Creating from scratch e-

commerce, Admin Dashboards, Chat with Socket.io, Calendar and Journal Apps, SDK Plugins build 

with Web Components, Bank group, Maps applications.

Languages

 English (B2

 Spanish (C2)

Others

 Certification Liferay DXP

 Certification Modyo 

Platfor

 Vue.js Expert Program 

Contact

 sjosuerojasc@gmail.co

 3219264203


